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1. INTK~DUCTI~N 
The problem we consider in this paper may be described abstractly 
as follows. We are given a finite set L :-= {x1 , x, ,..., x,), a partial order < 
defined on L, and a finite set (& : 1 ,( j < s> of functions Rj : L --3 [0, I]. 
We wish to find an ordered partition P = ( > of L into non- 
empty sets such that: 
(i) Foralliandj, I <i<mrn, 1 <j<s, zeBi Rj(x) d 1. 
(ii) If x, yEL, x < y and xE 
(iii) For any partition P’ satis 
This problem is a special case of the general m~lti~ro~~ssor scheduling 
problem with resource constraints [4, 51. We may think of the x EL 
tasks to be executed, the partial order as a precedence con- 
the functions R, as giving resource usages for the tasks 
s equal 1). The desired ~~artiti~~ 
then furnishes us with a minimum time schedule, with the tasks of 
being c~n~~rre~t~y e~~ec~~te~ during the itls time slice (the ass~~~pti~n 
that there are s~~~cje~t~~ many processors availa le to a~c(,~~~m~~d~te any 
number of tasks we might wish to execute s~~~ltaneo~sly). 
If < is ern~t~, i.e., there are no precedence constraints, the problem 
may also be thought of as a form of “m~~ltid~me~s~ona~’ bin packing. 
In the Q~e-dii~e~ rob~em [IO, 1 I, 131, we are given a 
list L of real rmm 1 which we wish to assign to unit 
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capacity “bins,” so that no bin receives numbers totaling more than 1, 
and a minimum number of bins is used. Here, the items packed can be 
thought of as vectors (ii,(x), J&(x),..., R,(x)) and we wish to assign them 
to bins so that the vector sum of the items received by any bin is dominated 
by (1, l,..., 1). 
For convenience, we shall borrow some of the more useful terminology 
from each of these two interpretations. L will be called a set of tasks 
and will interchangeably be thought of as a list L = (x1, xz ,..., x,) 
with the order of the list determined by the indexing of the set. The 
functions Rj will be called Yesollrces and for each task x E L, Rj(x) will 
be the R+esource usage of x. The requirement that Es+ Ri(x) < 1 
will be called a resource constraint. Similarly, the partial order < and 
condition (ii) give the precedence constraints. In an ordered partition 
P = (Bl , B, ,..., B,) obeying (i) and (ii), the sets Bi will be called bins 
and P itself will be called a packing of L. An optimal packing will be one 
which in addition satisfies (iii). Finally, we define L* to be the value of 
/ P /, the number of sets of P, for an optimal packing P of L. 
Now even in the one-dimensional case, the problem of finding an optimal 
packing P can involve the solution of the NP-complete PARTITION 
problem (see [I], [13]) and hence is likely to be computationally intractable 
for even relatively short lists L. Thus the approach that has been taken in 
the literature for this and related problems (e.g., [2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 11-13, 161) 
has been to relax condition (iii), and use efficient algorithms which, while 
not guaranteeing an optimal packing, do generate packings which are 
never too far from optimal. One of the principal algorithms of this type 
which has been studied is FIRST FIT (FF) (see [ll, 131). In the one- 
dimensional case this simple heuristic proceeds as follows. Assign the xi 
to bins in order, first assigning x1 to bin Bl , and, thereafter, assuming xi 
has been assigned, assigning xifl to the bin Bj of minimal index to whose 
contents X~+~ can be added without violating the bin capacity constraint. 
The worst-case behavior of FF has been extensively analyzed in the 
one-dimensional, no precedence constraint case. Let FF(L) be the value 
of / P / when P is the packing of L generated by FF. In [13] it is shown that 
FF(L) < (17/10) L* + 2, for any list L (assuming s = 1, < = ,@I), 
and that arbitrarily long lists L exist with FF(L) 3 (17/10) L* - 2. 
The algorithm behaves even better when the list is in nonincreasing order, 
i.e., R,(x,) > R1(xJ > .a. > Rl(x,). In this case we have FF(L) < 
(11/g) L* + 4, with arbitrarily long lists existing for which FF(L) = 
(11/9) L”. 
In this paper we generalize the algorithm FIRST FIT so that it may 
apply to the more complicated multidimensional case with precedence 
constraints, and prove corresponding bounds on FF(L) in the more general 
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situation. The generalized algorithm proceeds by constructing the bins 
17, , B, I..., each in turn, proceeding inductively as follows. 
Suppose all bins preceding 23,: have been constructed and there are still 
some tasks remaining to be packed. Let Li be the list obtained from L 
by deleting all tasks already packed, while retaining the relative order of 
the remaining tasks in the list. (Initially, L1 = L.) We now further modify 
.& by deleting all tasks x which have predecessors in I+ , i.e., those x E & 
for which there is a y E ,!I,< with y < x. Since < is a partial order and so 
contains no cycles, some tasks must still remain in Li ) which we can 
write as ( y1 , yz ,..‘., y,J. Assign yI to Bi . In general, if yj can be added to 
Bi without violating any resource constraints, do so. Otherwise delete 
it from the list and go on to y+, . Once every yj has either been assigned 
or deleted, the packing of Bi is complete. If any tasks now still remain 
unpacked, we then proceed to pack Bi,I . This process is continued until 
all tasks are packed. 
The reader may verify that, when restricted to the case of s = 1 and 
< = O, this generalized algorithm will indeed yield the same packing 
(although generated in a different way) as the original FF algorithm. 
We also consider two variants of the generalized FF algorithm, both 
of which operate by applying FF to the list after the list has been specially 
preordered. FIRST FIT DECREASING (FFD) is a generalization of the 
corresponding algorithm in the one-dimensional case. For each x E L, 
define 
I&x(X) -7 lTlaX{Rj(X): 1 <,j < S}~ (0 
FFD reorders L into the form (yI , y2 ,...) y,,), where Rmax(yI) 3 
Rms,(y,) 3 3 1* 3 max(y,) and, if Rmax(yi) = Rmax(yi,.3, then yi 
precedes y+, in the original ordering of L.r 
The LEVEL algorithm (FFL) reorders L according to pvecedeence l vel. 
A chain oJ‘ tasks of L is a sequence (q , z2 ,I~.) ~3 of tasks where 
Zl < 22 < ... < zh ~ The head of the chain is zl, and the length of the 
chain is 1~. The level of a task .x E L is the length of the longest chain which 
has x as head. FFk reorders L into the form (yI ) yZ ),“., ~1,) where 
level ( ytj 3 1eVd (y2j c> .ss 2 1cVd (y,,) ad, if 1Wel (yi) = level (yi+& 
then yi comes before yii, in the original ord~~i~~ (if < is ~rn~ty~ .FFL 
will kave -the original ordering of 1, n~c~al~ged since all tasks x G L 
have !eveX (.x) -17 I ,j 
One might remark at this point that the LEVEL algorithm yields optimal 
packings (see [SJ) if s = 0 (no resource constrai~lts) and ( is a for&, 
’ A slightly different form of “decreasing” order is discussed in 1161. The present 
definition yieids worst-case behavior which is at least as good aud is easier to deal 
with. 
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i.e., each task x E L has at most one immediate predecessor2 y, i.e., y < x 
and, if z < x then z = y or z < y. However, our primary interest is 
in the case s > 1. This paper will be devoted to determining the worst-case 
behavior of the algorithms under consideration as a function of the number 
s of resources. To this end, define 
l??(k) = max(FF(L): L* = k), (2) 
with similar definitions for F% and Fs We consider cases both with 
and without precedence constraints, and our results can be summarized 
as follows. 
(A) Ifs > 1 azd < is empty then 
(1) limk,,(FF(k)/k) = s + 7/10, 
(2) s + ((s - l)/s(s + 1)) < lhk,,(F6&k)jk) < s + l/3 
(with somewhat stronger lower bounds for s < 3). 
(B) Ifs > 1 and < is any partial order, then 
(1) lim+, @0/~~ = ($9 k + wq + 1, 
(2) (1.69) s + 1 < lim,,,(Fs&)/k) < (17/10) s + 1, 
(3) lim,,, (F%(k)/k> = (17/10)x + 1. 
We point out that A(1) is a straightforward generalization of the corre- 
sponding result for the one-dimensional case, and many of the other 
bounds are also seen to be related. In fact, many of the ideas occurring 
in our proofs have roots which come from the one-dimensional case, and 
we begin in Section 2 by presenting improved versions of these earlier 
results (cf. [13]). In Sections 3 and 4, these are then used to prove the 
results in (A) and (B). The concluding Section 5 discusses results for 
certain more restricted cases, such as requiring &,(x) < l/k for all 
x EL, and when the additional constraint is added that for any bin Bi, 
the number / Bi 1 of tasks in Bi cannot exceed some fixed upper bound. 
2. THE WEIGHTING FUNCTION 
In many of the upper bound proofs which follow, we shall make use 
of a specially designed weighting function W: [0, I] -+ [0, S/5]. This 
function is derived from that used in [13], but has been modified so as to 
2 This is also true if each x EL has at most one immediate successor. 
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yield somewhat stronger results. It is defined as follows (Fig. 1 provides 
a pictorial description). 
W(a) = (6/5)(x for 0 ,< a ,( l/6, 
= (S/S) n - l/10 for l/6 < n .< l/3, 
= (6/5) 01 + l/l0 for l/3 < a < l/2, 
= (6/S) a + 4/10 for 1/2<ol<i. 
FIGURE 1 
Suppose L is a list of tasks and we are given a map K: L -+ [0, 11 which 
is not identically 0. Extend R to sets of tasks S by setting R(S) = COES R(x). 
We then have the following useful (though perhaps at this point, obscure) 
lemmas about W. 
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(a) m = 1 and R(b,) < i/2, or 
(b) R(B) < 1 - 01 - (5/6) p. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose Y C L and 33 = {Bl , Bz ,.. ., B,) is a partition of Y 
into disjoint nonempty sets such that for all integers i and j with 1 < i < 
j < t, y E Bj implies R(y) > 1 - R(BJ. Then 
. Ii 
These five lemmas are all based on similar claims made in the proof of 
113, Theorem 2.21, and are proved in much the same way, although the 
weighting function W is slightly different, and in some cases the claims 
made here are a bit stronger. The interested reader is referred to the 
Appendix for the proofs. That the current lemmas are indeed more power- 
ful than those in [13] can be seen from the fact that we can use them to 
improve Theorem 2.2 of that paper. That result stated that for all lists L 
with one resource and an empty partial order, FF(L) < (17/10) L” + 2. 
We have the following: 
THEOREM 1. If L is a list of tasks in a system with s = 1 and < is 
empty then 
FF(L) < (17/10) L” + 1. 
Proof. We can think of an optimal packing of L as a partition of L 
into L* sets, each set B of which has R,(B) < 1. By Lemma 1, we have 
c W(li,W) d (17/10) L”. 
x:E.L 
(3) 
On the other hand, we can think of the FF packing of L as a partition of 
L into FF(L) sets, say {Bl , Bz ,..., BFF(&, with the FF rule assuring that 
for all i and j, 1 < i < j ,( FF(L), b E Bj implies R,(b) > 1 - R,(B& 
Thus, by Lemma 5, 
c W(R,(x)) > FF(L) - 1. (4) 
XEL 
The theorem follows from (3) and (4). 1 
Note that if L* is a multiple of 10 then in fact FF(L) < (17/10) L*. 
More generally, the conclusion of Theorem 1 can be written as 
FF(L) < ](17/10) L”]. 
3. THE CA% OF < F,MPTY 
In this section we examine the situation in which there are no precedence 
constraints on the tasks of L. 
THEOREM 2. If  L is any list in a system with s 3 1 resources and < is 
empty, then 
FF(L) f (S + 7/10) L” + S/2. (5) 
Proojl The theorem will be prove by induction on S. Theorem 1 
shows that it is true for s = 1. Suppose (5) holds for the values 
1, 2,..., s - 1, but not for s. In that case we have the following. 
CLAIM 1. There is a list L with 
(s -j- 7/10)) L” + 5/2 < FF(L) < (S + 7/10) L” -t- 7/2. (6) 
To verify this claim, let 9 = {L: FF(L) > (s + 7/10) L* + S/2], and 
let 1” = min(L*: L E 91. Now choose an L E {A?: L” = I*> for which 
FF(L) is minimal. This L will be our desired list. For suppose 
FF(L) > (S + 7/10) L* + 7/2. Consider the list E obtained from L by 
deleting those tasks contained in the first bin of the FF packing of L. 
Clearly, FF(E) = FF(L) - 1, and E* -< L*. Thus E E A? and hence 
L* = I*, contradicting the assumption that L was a list of this type with 
minin~al FF(L). Thus, w  must have FF(L) < (s + (7/l 
and L is our desired list. 
Let L be a list as specified by the preceding claim. We shall now focus 
on the FF packing of L, and, partitioning the nonempty bi into sets, 
we shall prove a number of ~re~imi~ry results about partition 
(Claims 2 through 71, Using these, it will then be possibile to proceed with 
ejght~~g function proof’ a~~~~~Q~s to that of Theorem I. The partition 
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That these 3s + 2 sets of bins do indeed form a partition of the FF 
packing is clear. Define 
S$ = S,(l) u S<(2), 1 ,<i<s, and x= (J& 
i=O 
We relabel the resources if necessary so that j S, / 2 1 S, / > ... 2 j S, I. 
Figure 2 gives a schematic of the partition, with the bins arranged in a 
A: [1u[1 un 
.x: nil . . . xl 
--s,(2) 
COLUMNS: Cl Cp 
FIGURE 1 
pattern which will be quite useful in what follows. The bins of d and X 
are set apart with the bins in the Si more carefully arranged. Each of the 
sets Si is laid out in a row, with all the bins of S,(l) preceding all the bins 
of &(2). The rows are left justified so that 1 S, I columns of bins are created, 
the jth column Cj , 1 < j < / S, 1, consisting of the jth bin in each Si 
for which 1 Si / 2 j. Let J = max{ j: / Sj 1 > L*). We define oli and pi, 
1 < i ,( s, as follows. 
Ifi<Jthenai== /&/-L*,&=O; 
Ifi>Jthenoli=O,p,=L*-l&j. 
We now proceed to verify a number of claims about our partition of the 
FF packing, many of which will make use of the diagram in Fig. 2. 
CLAIM 2. j Xi j < 1 for 0 < i < s, and hence, / X I < s + 1. 
Proof. If 1 X0 / > 1 then X0 would have to contain at least two bins, 
one of higher index than the other. But then the first task placed in the 
higher indexed bin would have fit into the lower indexed bin, since it would 
have size no more than l/Z in any resource. The fact that the task did 
not go there violates the FF rule. Zf j Xi 1 IS- 1 for some i, 1 < i < S, 
then let Bj and I?, be two bins in Xi with j < k and let n and b be two 
tasks in bin B, . The only way a and b can have been excluded from bin Bj 
(since they must have size at most I/2 in all resources except R,) is if 
&(a) +- R,(B,) > 1 and R,(b) -t R,(li$) > 1. But then both R,(a) and 
R,(b) exceed 113, so that Xi( ) > 213, a contradiction 
to the definition of Xi ~ This proves the claim. 
CLAIM 3. 
Proof. lf there were more than L* one-task bins, then at least two of 
the single tasks would have had to come from the same bin in an optimal 
packing of L. Hence, the task in the higher indexed bin in the FF packing 
would have been illegally placed. 1 
CLAIM 4. 
ProojI This will be the only place in which the induction hypothesis 
(that Theorem 2 holds for any number of resources less than s) is used. 
Suppose / X j -t / izl pi . Then we must have i pi > 0 and, 
hence, there are some resources for which / & j < L,* and so J -C s. 
Let us create a new partition of the bins of the FF packing by assigning 
the bins in B u Xto the sets Si To be specific, let 
We then have 
~urtherl~~ore, all bins in IJfz, St’ still have resource levels of no more 
than i/2 in resources &+.I thrQ~g~~ s . consider the list E ohtain~d from 
I. by deleting all tasks in the bins in u& 3:. This list must be banked 
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by FF into a collection of bins identical to uf=, &’ u X0, and moreover, 
resources R,,, through R, can have had no effect on the packing, since 
all tasks and bins had resource usages of at most i/2 in these resources. 
Since J < s, the induction hypothesis therefore applies and we have 
FF(E) = 2 j Si’ 1 + / X,, I < (J + 7/10) L* + 5/2 
i=l 
But then 
< (J + 7/10) L” + 512. 
FF(L) = FF(L) + i j &’ j 
i=J+l 
< (J + 7/10) L* + 512 + (s - J) L” 
= (s + 7/10) L” + 5/2, 
which contradicts our assumption on FF(L). This proves the claim. 1 
The next claim we make will actually be used like a lemma when 
evaluating overall resource usage for the bins in a column of the diagram. 
CLAIM 5. Let IC (1, 2 ,..., s} be nonempty, and suppose that for each 
i E I we are given a bin Bi E Si . Then there is an r E I such that 
(10) 
Proof. The claim is immediate for 1 II = 1. Suppose that for some k, 
2 < k < s, the claim holds for all I with j I I = k - 1. Consider an 
example for which / I / = k. Let u and v be distinct elements of I. We 
must have either R,&(B,) + R,(B,) > 1 or R,(B,,) + R,(B,) > 1, since 
otherwise no task from the higher indexed bin could have been prevented 
from going into the lower indexed bin. (Resources other than R, and R, 
would be of no avail since both bins have level at most l/2 for any such 
resource). We may assume without of loss of generality that the first 
case holds. But then, since I’ = I - (u} has 1 I’ / = k - 1, the induction 
hypothesis implies that there exists an r E I’ such that 
and hence, 
2 c M&) 3 k - 2 
iEI’ jw-(r} 
>k-1=/I/--I. 
This proves the claim. a 
~~~~LLA~~ 1. i : i E 1) are as in Claim 5, and, in add~t~ot~, 
there is &I 8, 0 < 6 < I/2, such that R&3,) > 1 - 6 for all i E I, tizen 
E 2 MBd > I Ii - 8. (11) 
CLAIM 6. 
011 > (315) L” -I- 3. (1~) 
Proof. First we recall that by assumption F+(L) - ,sL* > (7/1O)L* -$- 
512. By the definition of our partition we have 
%$I ai > (7110) L* + 512 -t- gl pi - I d 1 - I x I. (14) 
Now consider the partition of the bins given in Fig. 2. The kth column, 
Ch ) satisfies the hypotheses of Claim 5 with Ii, L= (1, 2,..., 1 Ci, I} and 
Bl,,,i being the bin in row Si and column C,G . Similarly, by Claim 2, 
X -- X0 satisfies the hypotheses with I, = {i > 0: X, #= ,B>. Thus we 
can apply Corollary 1 to each of these sets of bins, with an appropriate 
value for 6. By the definition of Si and Xi , we can take S to be 112 for 
X - X0 and for each C,c , 1 < k < L*. Furthermore, since by Claim 3 
and the construction of the diagram, every B,,i for k > L* belongs to 
Si(2) and hence has Ri(B,,i) > 213, we can take S to be l/3 for each C,; , 
L* < ii < j S, i = L* j- (x1 Thus we can conclude that 
SL~~stit~t~~g for xi “ci using (14) yielcis the desired result. 
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PvooJ: By (6) (8) and (13) we have 
g1 % G (7/10) L” + (2 Pi - I d I 
i=l 
< (7/10) L” + 7/2. 
Thus, using Claim 6, we have 
(16) 
a2 < C 01; < (7/10) L” + 712 - (315) L” - 3 
< (l/10) L” + l/2. 
This proves the claim. i 
We have now gotten the preliminaries out of the way and we are ready 
to begin the more direct mechanisms of the proof. As in Theorem 1, we 
shall use a weighting function w: L + R, where R denotes the set of real 
numbers. This time the two inequalities which we shall prove are the 
following. 
(A) w(L) < (s + 7/10) L”; 
(B) FW) =S w(L) + W. 
Theorem 2 will then follow immediately. 
First we must define w, which we do in terms of functions wi , 1 < i < s, 
specified as follows. 
w,(b) = W@?,(b)) where W is as defined in Theorem 1 (see Fig. I), 
*t+(b) = &(b), 2,<i<s, 
w(b) = 2 w*(b). 
i=l 
As usual, we extend the domains of definition to sets B by letting 
wi(B) = Chew wdb), etc. 
CLAIM 8. For any FF packed bin B: 
(i) w(B) ,( s + 7/10; 
(ii) If R,(b) < 112 for all b E B then w(B) < s + l/2, 
I+oojI Any validly packed bin B must have R,(B) < 1, I < i < s. 
ThUS, 
Moreover, by Lemma i, R,(B) < 1 implies that W,(B) -5 17/10 and, if 
the hypothesis of case (ii) holds in addition, then w,(B) < 3/2. This 
proves the claim. 
Inequality (A) follows immediately from the preceding claim. The 
proof of (B) is considerably more involved. We first show that we can 
restrict our attention to the bins of& and one other bin for each coh~mn 
in our diagram. 
Let us first look at the columns of the diagram, this time ignoring the 
elements of row S, , That is, we consider C,’ = C, - S, , 1 < k < j S, I. 
Each Ck’ satisfies the hypotheses of Claim 5 with I,’ = (2, 3,..., j Cc I}, 
and B,,, being the element of row & in column Ck’, 1 < k < / St 1, 
i E I,‘. Thus, there exists an index r(k) G Ik’ such that for all k, 
1 <k<jS,j,wehave 
c c Rj(B,,,) 2 I C,’ I- 1 = I G I - 2. 
iEI,’ jEI~‘-(?Gc)} 
Letting T - ui.., & = urb2,’ Cb’, we thus have proved: 
Next, we look at S, . If we let L, be the list obtained from L by deleting 
all tasks which do not go into bins of SI , then by the operation of the FF 
algorithm, we see that FF(&) = j S, j and, in fact, the bins of the FF 
packing of L, are packed in exactly the same way as those in SJ.. Hence 
by Lemma S we have 
Finally, since w,(b) > R,(h), 1 < i < s, we have by the de~~~t~o~ of d 
and Xs and by Claim 2, and Corollary 1 to Claim 5 the following results. 
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CLAIM 12. 
C wWI>,lX\-W 
BEK 
Let V = @dk),k : 1 < k < I S, I} and let RB = R,(,) if B = Br(rc) ,I< E F’ 
Then by combining the preceding four claims we have 
W) = c ‘48 + c w(B) + c 43) + C w(B) 
B6Sl BET BEA BEX 
t FWJ - 5/2 - I& I + c (w,(B) + RB@)) 
Bei' 
+ B; (w(B) - 1) + c i MB). 
wl(B):l 
BeSl i=2 
Thus, inequality (B) will follow if we can show 
CC) I S, I G c b,(B) + UBN 
We shall show how to partition S, u V into sets of bins A,, A, 
such that for each Ak 
(D) c [%(B) + R&-91 
BEa,nY 
(1% 
., Ant 
+ c max{O, ‘Q,(B) - 1) + i R,(B) 3 / Ak n V /. 
BeA,nS, i=2 I 
Since j V j = \ S, (, the desired inequality (C) will follow. If we find a 
set An which satisfies (D), we will say it has been “cancelled.” We find 
sets to include in our partition by using “cancellation rules,” proceeding 
inductively, We start with V, = VU S, and, in general, we choose a set 
AT, from V, , showing that it satisfies (0). If we ever reach a point when 
Vb n V = m, we set A, = V, which obeys (D) trivially and the partition 
will be complete. Our goal will be to show that this must eventually 
happen. We start with k = 1 and the following cancellation rule. 
Cancellation Rule 1. If there are one-task bins B, E V, n V and 
Bf E Va, n $ , set Ak = (Bc , I?,], V,,, = V, - Ak . 
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CLAIM 11~ If Ai, is formed by de 1, then it satisJCies ( 
Pro~$ Let bi be the one task in Bi and let bj be the one task in Bj . 
Task b, exceeds l/2 only in resource Rgi ) and task bj exceeds l/2 only in 
resource R1 , and yet, the two tasks were piaced by FF into distinct 
one-task bins. Thus we must have either 
In the second case, ( ) is immediate~ In the first case, since 
kemma 2 implies that w,(BJ + w,(bi) 3 S/5 so that 
w,(Bi) +- max@, w,(BJ - I> $- R&3,) 
> s/s + a/a - 1 > 1 = 1 Arc 6-l v 1. 
Thus, (D) also holds in this case and the claim is proved. 
Apply Cancellation Rule 1 repeatedly until it can no longer be applied, 
and let k(1) be the index of k;, at this time. If Vxu) n I’ = o we are done. 
Otherwise, we at least have 
Vlc(l) n {B; E V: Bi is a one-task bin} = ~3, 
as the next claim will imply. 
CLAIM 12. 
/ Sl(X)l --- 1 > (l/2) IL* :r- c j s,(r)l. 
i=2 
Proof. Let k, be as above, i.e., the iist obtained fsom L by deleting 
all tasks not in bins of S1 . Let J be the set of tasks b from L, which. have 
,(b) > l/2. By Lemma 1, 
) < (3/2) I,.,” t- (l/S) I J 1 s: (312) Ii* + (l/5) 1 .J /. (19) 
I 
Consider any pair of distinct bins E J2 with B, having higher 
index in the FF packing of L. 1Let a, e the tasks of J in Zs, and Bz 9 
respectively, and let 6, be a second (which must exist since 
2 E JJ. Since b, did not go into the earlier 1 during the FF ~a~~~~~~ 
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of 4 > we must have &(B,) + Rl(b2) > 1, and hence, by Lemma 2, 
w,(B,) + ~fi(bd 3 g/5. Thus, 
max{O, w,(BJ - I} + max{O, w&J - l> b 3/5. 
This implies 
& (max~Q w(B) - 11) 3 l(W) I J, II * (3/5) > (3/W I J, I - 1. (21) 
Thus, by (12) and (20), we obtain 
B; w(B) 3 (g/5) L” + (3/10) I J, I + 1 (22) 
1 
and so, by (19), 
(3/2) L” + (l/5) I J I 3 (B/5) L” + (3/W I Jz I + 1, 
and hence 
I &(l)l = I JI I = I J I - I J, I 2 UP) L” + (l/2) I Jz I + 5, (23) 
which is the first half of Claim 12. The second half follows from (23) 
and Claim 3. This proves Claim 12. 1 
Thus, as long as there is a one-task bin left in V, r\ V (and hence, 
in lJi=, S,(l)), there must also be a one-task bin left in V, n S, and so we 
have established the following result. 
CLAIM 13. 
Is,(,) n (& E Y: Bi is a one-task bin} = @. 
After we can no longer apply Cancellation Rule 1, we begin to use the 
following rule. 
Cancellation Rule 2. If Bj is a one-task bin in V, n S,(l) and 
Bi E V, n V, set A, = {Bi , B,}, V,,, = V, - Al,. 
CLAIM 14. If A, is formed by Rule 2, then it satisjies (D). 
Proof. Let bj be the one task in bin Bj . Again, we must have either 
R,(B,) + R,(bJ > 1 or R,jB,) + RBl(bj) > 1. The claim now follows 
by exactly the same arguments as used in the proof of Claim 11, since we 
still have R,(bJ > l/2. b 
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Apply ~ance~iat~on ule 2 repeatedly until it no longer can be applied, 
and let k(2) be the index of V, at that time. Hf Vletz) n V = a, we are done. 
Otherwise, by Claim 12, the following fact holds. 
k(2) = / SJl)] -I- 1 < (l/2) L* + 2. 
After we can no longer apply Rule 2, we begin to use the following rule. 
~~~cei~~~io~ Rule 3. If B, E Vrc n V and j E VTG n S, and R,I(B,) +- 
R,I(Bj) > 1, set Al, z {Bf , a/,,-, = V,--Al,. A pair formed by 
Rule 3 automatically obeys We apply this rule repeatedly until it 
can no longer be applied, and we let k(3) be the index of V, at that time. 
If Vkc3) n V = m we are done. Otherwise we proceed with the next 
rule, after making note of the following fact. 
&AIM 16. If Bi E VJC(3) n V and Bj E Vkc8) n S, , then j < i. 
Proof. Suppose not, so that bin Bi was found before bin Bj . Since 
Bj must contain more than one task (by Rule 2) it must contain a task b 
with K,(b) < l/2. Since b did not go in the earlier bin 131, and since, 
by Rule 3, RBi(BJ + R,{(b) < 1, we must have R,(B,) > 1 - X,(b) 3 l/2. 
this means that Bi has resource usage exceeding l/ 
and RB,) and this contradicts the fact that B+ $ d. 
Cancellutioiz Rule 4. Bf 
then set Ak =- (Bi, j}, v,,, == v,< - Al,. . 
CLAIM 17. If A,, is forme de 4, then it obeys ( 
P!"OOf. y Claim 112 we know that B, contains at least two tasks, say 
n and b. Since it contains more than one task, we also know by the defi- 
nition of SBi that R,$(B,) > 312. By @I 6 we know that Bi has a 
index and hence is the earlier bin. ule 3 we see that RB1 
f 1, Thus, since neither a nor h went into the earlier 
(3j) > 1, alld hei3Ce 
a) 2 (6/5) cd for $1 
Therefore, 
and (D) holds. 
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Let k(4) be the index of V, at the time Rule 4 can no longer be applied. 
If VJG(4) n V = @, we are done. Otherwise, we note that each of our 
cancellation rules so far removes one bin from V, n S, and one bin from 
V, n V, and thus by Claims 6,7, and 15, we have 
I 54 n S, l/l V7d4 n VI 
> ([(S/5) L” + 31 - U/2) L” + 11) 
’ ([(ll/lO) L” + l/2] - [(l/2) L” + 11) 
3 ((ll/lo) L” + 2)/((6/10) L” - l/2) > 11/6. (24) 
Also observe that by Claim 16 and Rule 4, all the bins B of Vkc4) n S, 
must be earlier in the FF packing than any of the bins of Vfic4) n V, 
and all must have R,(B) > 8/9. Further, by Claim 13 all the bins of 
V&) n Vmust contain at least two tasks. We now apply a final cancellation 
rule. 
Cancellation Rule 5. 
(a) If I Vk n VI 3 3 and I V, n & I 2 5, let BM , Bic2) , &W f 
V, n V and Bjcl) , Bjcz) , Bjt3) , Bjtq) , Bjc5) E V, n S, be distinct elements 
of V, and set A, to be the set consisting of all eight of these tasks. 
(b) If / V, n V j = 2 and / V, n S, I > 4, let Bicl) , Bitz) E V, n V 
and Bjfl) , Bjtz) , BjtB) , Bjcl) E V, n S, be distinct elements of V, and set 
Ax to be the set consisting of all six of these tasks. 
(c) If j V, n V 1 = 1 and I V, n S, / > 2, let BitI) E B, n V and 
4(z) 9 Bjtz) E V, n S, be distinct elements of V, and set AI, to be the set 
consisting of all three of these tasks. 
Set V,,, = V, - A, . 
CLAIM 18. If A, is formed by Rule 5 then it obeys (D). 
ProoJ: Consider case (a). By Claim 13, Bicl) , Bic2) and Bic3) all contain 
at least two tasks, say a(l), b(l), a(2), b(2) and a(3), b(3). Also, 
RBi(lLj(Bi(h)) > 213, 1 < h < 3. Since the bins of V, n S, precede the 
bins Bich) , we must have, by Rule 3, 
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Thus, since W(CY) > (615) 01 for all a E [0, 13, we have 
and so (D) holds. imilar arguments apply to cases (b) and (c) an 
claim is proved. 
Let k(5) be the index of V, when ule 5 can no longer be applied. 
CLAIM 19. T/k(S) n v= m. 
PuooJ By (24) we know that initially 
I 6~) * S, l/l J5 n VI 3 lU6. 
So long as / V, n S, I/[ V, n V / remains at least II/6 and Vk n V f  @, 
we can apply Rule 5, for then 
(a) jV,nVl >3impliesIV,CnS,/3~(11/6)~31-6>5, 
(b) j V, n Y j = 2 implies I VA; n S, j > [( 1 l/6) * 21 = 4, 
(c) I V, n V I = 1 implies / V, n SI / 3 [II/61 = 2. 
ut if we ever apply (b) or (c) to V, we will immediately get 
I’~,.,~ n V -7 o and we will be done. On the other hand, if (a) is applied, 
the ratio can only incrensc, since in this case, 
since 5/3 < 1 l/6. Thus, by induction the ratio will remain at least 1 I /6 as 
long as V, n Y f  m. Hence, when Rule 5 can no longer be applied, we 
must have V+J II V -= 571. ‘This proves the claim. 
Since VA;(E) If v --- m, we them complete our ~ar~i~~or~ of 
by setting A&) =I: V& T‘hns, all sets A, in the ~a~~~t~o~ obey 
hence, (C). Therefore ( holds and the prosf ofii‘heorem 2 is corn 
“v4ie si1aH aext show how to construct lists L for which FP(L),/L” is 
ar~~~rar~ly close to s k T/10, showing that the upper bound in ‘Theorem 2 
is ~sse~tia~~y best possible. 
We begin by recalling that for the case J’ = I, 1131 gives for each IC > 1, 
a List I,, with L1” = k SUGh that FF(&,) > (l-7/10) Ll” - 8. For a fixed k. 
let Y, , .Y, 3.I.3 y,, be the list given in that co~str~~tio~ and let a, be the 
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requirement of yi for that single resource. We shall use this list as the 
basis for our construction with s > 1. 
Let L = (x1, x2 ,..., x,J where yt = 2(s - 1) k + p. The corresponding 
resource requirements are as follows. 
R,(xJ = a, for i=n-p+j,l <j<p, 
= (s + 1) E for 1 <i<n--p,ieven, 
Z 0 for 1 ,(i<n--p,iodd, 
and,for2<j<s, 
Rj(X,) = 1 - (s + 1) E for 2( j - 2) k < i < 2( j - 1) k, i odd, 
= (s+ 1)E for1 <i<n-p,ieven, 
=E otherwise, 
where E is chosen so that 0 < E < (ns”)-“. 
Basically there are three types of tasks in L; one type with all resource 
requirements equal to (s + 1) E; one type with zero requirement for RI , 
requirement 1 - (s + 1) E in some resource other than R, , and require- 
ment E for all other resources; and one type with requirement ai, for 
some i, for RI and E for all other resources. Each task of the last type 
corresponds to a unique task in the original single resource example. 
It is not hard to verify that an optimal packing requires at most k + 1 
bins. One way to achieve this is as follows. Place all tasks having require- 
ment (s + 1) E for all resources in a single bin. Fill each of the remaining 
k = L1* bins with s + 2 tasks, three of which correspond to tasks packed 
together in the optimal packing for the single resource example and, for 
each k with 2 < k < s, one task which has requirement 1 - (s + 1) E 
for resource R, . 
However, in the FF packing for L, we will have (s - 1) k bins each 
containing two tasks, one task with all requirements equal to (s + 1) E 
and one task having requirement 1 - (s + 1) E in exactly one resource. 
Following these will1 be at least (17/10) k - 8 bins, each containing a set 
of tasks corresponding to a set of tasks placed together by the FF packing 
of L, . We therefore have 
FF(L)/L* 2 ((8 - 1) k 4 (17/10) k - 8)/(k + 1) 
= s + 7/10 - (s + 87/1O)/(k + 1). 
Since k was arbitrary, this gives the desired result. 
The next result shows that by preprocessing the list in this no precedence 
constraint case, we can improve the worst-case behavior of FF somewhat. 
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%FiOREM 3. Ij k is any list arranged in decreasing order by &,&x) 
in a system with s 2 I resources and < is empty, then 
FF(L) < (s + l/S) L”. (2% 
Proof. Suppose we have a list 2; for which R?(L) > (s + l/3) L”. 
Let the FF packing of L consist of bins B, ) .B, ,..., J&Q) , and let 
S - (Bi : 1 < i < sL*} and T = (I& : sL* < i < FF(L)), with 
L- = UBES B and I&. = uBET B. 
eLArM 20. For ali x E L, , F&&x) < l/3. 
Proof. Suppose there were an x E I& with Rmax(x) > l/3. Since L 
is in decreasing order by Rmau(x), we may assume without loss of generality 
that x is the first task in L to go into a bin of T. Let L be the list obtained 
from L by deleting all tasks that follow x in L. By the operation of FF, 
we will then have FF(L) = sL* + 1. Let C, , Cz ,..., CsL*+. be the bins 
of the FF packing of E, and let D1, D, ,..., DE, be the bins of an optimal 
packing L, and let %? = {y E L: for some i, 1 < i < sL*, Cd = (y}}. 
9? is the set of all tasks that are in one-task bins in the FF packing of E. 
Since no two such tasks can fit together (or else they would not have gone 
into separate one-task bins), each y E V must come from a distinct bin 
D(y) in the optimal packing. We shall now show that for all optimal bins 
Di,IDi/ <2s,andifDi=D(y)forsomeyE-V,/Di/ <2s--1. 
The first bound is easy. For each z E Z, let the maximal index of z, 
denoted by m(z), be defined by 
m(z) =: min(i: I f i .< s and R,(z) = &&z)>. 
Since ail tasks z in r7 have Rmax(z) > l/3, no optimal bin Di can foxtail 
more than two tasks with the same maximal index, and hence j Di / < 2s. 
i[f Di = D(y) for some y E %, and / Di / > 2s - I, we would have to 
have 1 Di / = 2s, and hence no task w E Di coIlId have I&(w) > l/3 for 
any i + m(w). ~~rt~errn , there would have to be a task z f y wit 
z E D, and m(sj =:: tn(.y). t then we would have 
3 ~~~~(X) 3 
:tnd so, 
G KT‘(?/,(Yf + &Ld4 .G 1. 
oreover, since there can be no more than sL* tasks u with 
we must have Max < I/2 and therefore, 
4(Y) + < I/S -I- n/2 < 1 for all j /- un(y)t 1 5: ,j < s. 
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Thus, x would have fit as the second task in the one-task bin containing y 
in the FF packing of E, a contradiction. We therefore can conclude that 
/ D( y)l < 2s - 1 for all y E Q. 
We now have two contradictory bounds on 1 E I. From the optimal 
packing we have 
1 E 1 < (2s)(E” - 1 Q I) + (2s - l)(I v 1) = 2X” - I Q? I < 2sL” - I 97 I. 
But from the FF packing and the definition of V we have 
This contradiction proves the claim. i 
As a straightforward corollary of Claim 20 and the assumption that 
FF(L) > (s + l/3) L* we have the following fact. 
CLAIM 21. I L, 1 > L*. 
Let us now reexamine the FF packing of the original list L. Partition S 
as follows. 
So = B, E S: i R,(B,) > 1 
I 
1 
j=l I’ 
Sj = (Bi ES - SO: Rj(BJ > l/2}, 1 <j<S. 
Since LT is nonempty and, by Claim 20, contains only tasks x with 
Rmax(x) < l/3, all bins in S must have level exceeding 2/3 in some resource, 
and so{&, S, ,..., SJ is indeed a partition of S. 
CLAIM 22. If B E Sj , 1 < j d s, and x E LT , then R,(B) + R,(x) > 1. 
Proof. Since x did not go into bin BE Si but instead into a higher 
indexed bin in T, we must have R,(B) + R((x) > 1 for some i, 1 < i < s. 
However, for each i # j, R,(B) < l/2 by definition of Sj , and R&) < l/3 
by Claim 20. Thus we must have Rj(B) + Rj(x) > 1 as desired. 1 
Now let us relabel the bins in the set Sj , and the tasks in LT . For each j, 
1 < j < s, arbitrarily label the bins in Sj as Bl,j , B,,j ,..., Blsjl ,i . Label 
the elements of LT arbitrarily as XI , X, ,..., XIL,l . 
CLAIM 23. For allj, 1 ,( j ,( s, j Sj I < L”. 
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Prac$ If j sj 1 > L”, consider the pairs (& ,X,), 1 < i < L*. 
y Claim 21, 1 LT j > L*, so such pairs exist. For each pair, we have by 
Claim 22 that Rj(B,,j) + Rj(x,) > 1. But this means that 
which is a contradiction. 
Thus, we can repartition S as follows: Let VO = 8, and for each i, 
1 < i < L*, let Vi = (Bi,i : 1 Sj / > i}. By Claim 23, every bin in S - S, 
will be in some Vi, and so (V’,, , V, , Vz ,I.., V,,} is a partition of S. Now 
let L(V,) = lJBEVi B u {xi>, 1 < i < IL*, and let L(V,) = UBfV, B. Since 
the Vi’s form a partition of S, and all the Xi’s are all distinct members of 
LT (and hence not in L,), we then have that the L(V,), 0 < i < L*, are 
all disjoint subsets of L. Thus we have 
However, by the definition of V, = So, we have 
Kj(L(V,)) := c 
?==I BE V,, j=l Be V, 
oreover, by Claim 2 and the ~abe~~~~~ of the i,j E Vi , we have for each i, 
1 < i < L*, 
ur lower bound for the case considered in Theorem 3 is not equal to 
the upper bound in (25). The best result we have obtamed is that the ratio 
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Choose an arbitrary positive integer li which is a multiple of S(S + 1). 
The list L will be composed of s regions, with all tasks in region i occurring 
before all tasks in region i + 1 in L, 1 < i < S. The tasks in region i will 
be denoted by 
where q(i) = (i + l)(k - 1) for 1 < i < s and q(s) = (S + 1) k. For 
1 ,( i < s, the resource requirements for the tasks in region i are given 
as follows, where E satisfies 0 < E < k-3: 
R,(x& = (i + 1))’ + Q 
= (i + 1)-l - it& 
if 1 < j < i(k - 1) 
where ti,j = k - [(j - 1)/i], 
if i(k - 1) < j < q(i) 
where t& = j + 1 - i(k - 1). 
For 1 < I < S, I f i, &(x& = E/$. The resource requirements for the 
tasks in region s are as follows. 
R,(X,,j) = (5 + 1)-l + 26 for 1 <j<k(s-I), 
= (s + l)-’ - SE for k(s - 1) < j < q(s). 
For 1 < I < s - 1, R,(x,,J = e/s”. 
The FF packing of L also consists of s regions, each containing only 
tasks from the corresponding region of L. For 1 < i < (s - l), each bin 
in region i will contain exactly i tasks with requirement (i + 1)’ + te 
for Ri and one task with requirement (i + 1)-l - ite for Ri (for an appro- 
priate t), thus completely using up resource Ri . This gives a total of 
(k - l)(s - 1) bins. Region s will contain k(s - 1)/s bins which each 
have exactly s tasks with requirement (s + 1)-l + 2~ for R, and 2k/(s + 1) 
bins which each have exactly s + 1 tasks with requirement (s + 1)--l - SE 
for R, . Thus 
FF(L) = (k - l)(s - 1) + k(s - 1)/s + 2k/(s + 1). (26) 
However, we have L* < k, as can be seen from the following packing 
of L. Each bin will contain s + 1 tasks from region s, s - 1 tasks with 
requirement (S + 1)-l + 2.5 for R, and two tasks with requirement 
(S + 1)-l - SE for R, . In add t i ion, each bin will contain tasks from each 
of the other regions. The first bin will contain the first i tasks from each 
region i; these are the tasks with requirement (i + 1)-l + kc for R, . 
The last bin will contain the single task from each region i having require- 
ment (i i i)-I _- 2ie for & . The remaining bins each contain i + 1 
tasks from each region i, consisting of i tasks with requirement 
(i + 1)-r -~I- t< for Ri and one task with requirement (i + 1)-l - i(t + 1) E 
for & (for an appropriate t)‘ Notice that in no bin do all the tasks from 
region i use more than a total of 1 -- E of resource I$ . This fact allows 
tasks from other regions, all of which require E/? units of resource Ri 9 
to fit into that bin. We leave to the reader the straightforward verification 
that the two preceding packings are indeed valid. 
~ornb~~i~g this information, we obtain 
FF(L)/L* > (l/k)((k -- I)(# - 1) + k(s - 1)/s + %k/(s + 1)) 
= s + (s - I)/(? + s) - (s - 1)/k. 
Of course, this can be made arbitrarily close to s + (S - l)/(,P + s) by 
choosing k sufficiently large. 
We remark that although this gives the best general lower bound we 
know, slightly better bounds can be obtained. for the specific cases 
1 < s < 3. For s = 1, the lower bound is an I l/9 ratio (see [13]). For 
s = 2 or 3, the lower bound of s + II/60 can be obtained, based on a 
construction similar to the above but with a different list of tasks for 
region s (see the 71/60 example in [13]). 
e next turn to the situations in which the partial order .-< is allowed 
to be arbitrary. As is to be expected, the worst,-case behavior is con- 
siderably worse than for the case of < empty. 
‘The ~~rnai~~~g tasks are small in Ibe sense that for no res~~r~~ do they 
have size ~x~~$~i~~ l/2. We cam also divide the bins of the FF ~ackil~~ of 
L into large and small bins, the small s being those nonempty bins 
l/Z for all 1 < i < s. now make some observations 
about small and large bins and tasks. 
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For each k, 1 < k < FF(L), let BI, be the bin with index k in the FF 
packing of L, and define p(k) = max(p < k: B, is a small bin), with 
p(k) taken as 0 if no such index p exists. In other words, p(k) is the index 
of the most recent small bin preceding bin BI, , if one exists. 
CLAIM 24. If y E L - X is in bin BIG and p(k) > 0, then there is a 
task z E L arzd an index j, p(k) < j < k, such that z is in Bi and z < y. 
The claim is immediate, since y, being small, could not be prevented 
from going in the small bin by any resource constraints. By the transitivity 
of <, the above claim leads to the following. 
CLAIM 25. Ify E L - X is in bin B, , p(k) > 0, and for no task z in 
bin hc) does z < y, then there is a big task x E X and a j, p(k) < j < k, 
such that x is in Bj and x < y. 
We shall now select a number of disjoint chains from L, which will help 
us characterize the FF packing. A chain of tasks is a sequence of tasks 
(Xl 3 x2 ,..*, x,) where xi < xi+1 , 1 < i < m. The first and last elements 
of a chain are its head and tail, respectively. 
Choose for the tail of our first chain any task y in the highest indexed 
small bin. If (y, , yz ,..., ym) is the chain constructed so far, and y1 is in 
small bin Brc , with p(k) > 0, consider bin Bncle) . If B9cK) contains any 
task y with y < y1 , let the updated chain be (y, y1 , yz ,..., y?,J and con- 
tinue. If Bptff) contains no such y, then there must be an x E X in a bin 
between B,o) and B,, such that x < yl, by Claim 25. Choose an x of this 
form which occurs in the earliest bin. Finalize the current chain as 
(4 Yl ,...v ym) and start a new chain with any y E BBcR) as its tail. In this 
case we call x a “big-head.” If p(k) = 0 (this can only happen once, after 
which the process is complete since J& must be the earliest small bin), 
we finalize the chain as ( y1 ,..., ym) and say that it has a “small-head.” 
By the above procedure, we create a number of chains all but one of 
which are big-headed, and it is clear that we have the following. 
CLAIM 26. (A) No bin of the FF packing contains more than one 
element which beIongs to a chain. 
(B) Every small bin of the FF packing contains a chain element. 
Let 9 be the set of all the big-headed chains that we constructed. We 
can partition the big-headed chains using the following claim. 
CLAIM 27. If ( y1 , y, ,..., ym) E ~8 is a big-headed chain and y1 is in 
bin B, , then for some i, 1 < i < s, R,(B,) + Ri(BDck)) > 1. 
Pro& Since the chain is big-headed, we know that there must be a 
yz , and p(k) > 0. If y1 is prevented from going into bin B,(I,) by a prece- 
dence constraint, let y be the task with y < y1 which occurs in the earliest 
bin I$ , p(k) < j < k. By transitivity of <, y < ~1~ and so we cannot 
have y E B,,c~) ) for that would mean that y should lrave been chosen for 
the chain rather than y1 . If y E L - X, then by the above and Claim 25, 
there must be an x E X in a bin Bj, with p(k) c j’ < j and x < y -< yI ) 
a contradiction of our choice of y. Thus we must have y E X, but this too 
leads to a contradiction, since it means that y should have been chosen 
as the big-head of the chain, rather than y1 . Thus, no such y exists and y1 
must have been prevented from going into bin B,(,,) by some resource 
constraint and the claim is proved. 
Thus, we can assign the big-headed tasks to resources as follows. 
G = {<VI >..., y,J E G?: for the k such that y1 E B,<, 
i : min{,j: XI(&) + Rj(BP(z)) > 1)). 
Clearly we will have ‘ST = lJL1 %?< and the union is disjoint. Using this 
partition we can obtain an upper bound on FF(L). Let CO be the one 
small-headed chain, if it exists, and let the length of a chain C (the number 
of tasks it contains) be denoted by 1 C j. 
CLAIM 28. 
FIT(L) -< j e, j -I- /‘%J--1. 
I 
Gf9 
ProoJI Let 34’ be the set of bins containing elements of chains. 
Claim 26, we know that 
and so that sum counts the total ~~rnb~r of small bins plus the t.otal 
number of bins ~o~t~i~i~~~ bag-l~eads. All the ~~~~~i~i~~ bins of the 
FF packing musl: exceed l/2 in some resource. Call the set of such bins 
i:i, and partition a into & 7 1 :>s t :Z. 8, where 
and the claim follows. 
available to bins of O& is clearly bounded 
note that by Claim 27 and the definition 
S,We cannot IElVe j fli! b 2(L* - j g;li 1) 
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To go from the preceding claim to the desired bound on FF(L), we look 
at an optimal packing of L which uses precisely L* bins. For each x f 1, 
let f(x) = (i, k), where i = min{j: &(x) > l/2} and x is contained in 
bin Bh of the optimal packing. Since no bin can contain two tasks that 
exceed l/2 in the same resource, then for distinct x, y E X we must have 
f(x) + f(v). Moreover, iff(x) = (i, k), the longest chain that x can head 
has length L” - k + 1. We thus have for each i, I < i < s: 
Mil-1 
,s, I c I + XL” - 1 wi I) - 1 < c (L” - h) + 2(L” - I g:i I) - 1 
z n=o 
zz ‘y (L” _ h) = (“*,’ 1) - f* - 1: I - ‘) < (“*; 1). 
Substituting this into Claim 28, together with the fact that we must have 
I C, I < L* since no chain can exceed that length, we get 
FF(L) < L* + 2 (L*(L* + Q/2) = (s/~)(L*)~ + (($2) + 1) L”. 
i=l 
This proves the theorem. 1 
The upper bound given by Theorem 4 is essentially best possible, as 
we show by describing a method for constructing lists L for which 
FF(L)/L* is arbitrarily close to sL*/2 + 1 + s/2. Choose an integer k > 3. 
The list L, which will have L* < k, is composed of s + I regions. The 
regions will be numbered from 0 through s, with all tasks from region i 
occurring before all tasks from region i + 1 in L. Choose E so that 
0 < E < (2sk2)-I. 
The first region (region 0) is composed of 2k tasks in the order 
The only nonzero resource requirements for these tasks are: 
&(Wi’) = SE, 1 <I<s, 1 <i<k. 
The only precedence constraints involving them are: 
wi < wi+1, 1 <i<k; 
wi < w,‘, 1 <i<j<k. 
Observe that the FF packing will place these tasks in the first k bins, each 
bin containing some pair wi and wi’. The remaining tasks will be con- 
structed so that no other tasks will go in these k bins. 
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Each of the remaining s regions of L will correspond to one of the s 
resources and they will all have essentially the same structure. FOP 
! < E < S, the tasks in region I will occur in the following sequence in L. 
The only nonzero resource requirements for these tasks are: 
&MU)) = SE, l<h<~,l<j<i<k-1, 
except Rl(zl(k - 2, k - 2)) = 0; 
&(x,(i)) = 1 - (s - 1) E, 1 <i<k-2; 
mm) = E, hfI,l <h<s,l<i<k-2; 
R,(x,(k - I)) = I. 
The precedence constraints involving them are as follows. 
In addition, xZ(k .- 1) is respired to precede all tasks in each region h 
with k > k, except for x,,(k - I). 
We now consider the FF packing for the tasks in region 1. First, note 
that every y1 task and zI task is preceded by some -‘cl task. Since each x1 
task re es at least I - (s - 1) E of resource I 9 no task from region 1 
can be ted in any of the first k bins coma ing tasks from region 0. 
Observe next that no x, task can be placed in a bin containing a. z1 task, 
because of resource R except that xI(k --- I) and z,(k - 2, k - 2) 
may be placed together. ith this fact in mind, it is not d~~~~~t to see 
the FF hacking wili pI each q(i), i 4 ?c I, by itself in a. new 
followed immediately by i bins which each contain two tasks yl(i,j) and 
q(i,j). Finally xL(k - I) will be placed into the same bin with 
yl(k --- 2, k - 2) and z,(k -- 2, k - 2.) followed imme(iiatel~ by II- - 1 
bins which each contain two tasks yI(lc -- 1 1 j) and z,(k ---* 1 1 j). Thus the 
tasks from region 1 will use a total of(k2 + k ~-- 4)/2 bins. 
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In fact, we claim that the tasks from each remaining region will be 
placed in an identical manner, with no bin containing tasks from two 
different regions. This will follow immediately from the definitions of 
the different regions if we can show that no task from region 2 will be 
placed in a bin containing a task from region 1. To see this, first observe 
that x,(k - 1) cannot fit into any earlier bin because of its requirement 
for R, . Every other task in region 2 must follow x,(/c - 1) because of 
the precedence constraints. However, each of the k - 1 bins following 
the bin containing x,(k - 1) uses SE of resource R, , so that no xz task can 
be placed there. Since every yz and z, task has some x, task which must 
precede it, we see that no task from region 2 can be placed in a bin con- 
taining a task from region 1. Thus the tasks from each region i, 1 < i < s, 
will be placed in a separate set of (k2 + k - 4)/2 bins. 
Combining these facts, we have 
FF(L) = s(k2 + k - 4)/2 + k. 
We now must show that L* < k, by giving a packing of L into k bins. 
It goes as follows. Bin 1 contains w, and all x,(k - l), 1 < 1 < s. Bin 2 
contains ws , all xE(k - 2), and all y,(k - 1, k - 1). For 2 < i < k - 1, 
Bin i contains wi , all x,(k - i), and all y,(k - j, i - j), 1 < j < i, and 
1 < I < s. Finally, Bin k contains all the remaining tasks: wI,, all wi’ 
tasks, all zI tasks, and all yl(j, j), 1 d j d k - 1. We leave to the reader 
the verification that this packing meets all required constraints. 
We conclude that our constructed list L satisfies 
FW) 
L” 
> 4k2 + k - 4)/2 + k 
k >(;)L*+(;)+l-;, 
which can be made arbitrarily close to sL”J2 +.s/2 + 1 by choosing k 
suitably large. 
THEOREM 5. If L is any list of tasks having an arbitrary partial order < 
and L is arranged in decreasing order by Rmax(x) in a system with s 3 1 
resources, then 
FF(L) < ((17/10) s + 1) L”. (29) 
ProoJ Our proof is analogous to that of Theorems 1 and 2, only we 
use two new weighting functions based on Wand the Iii . For each x E L, 
we recall the definition Rmax(x) = max(Ri(x): 1 < i < s>. Define 
wl(x) = W(R,&x)), w,(x) = Ci=, W(Ri(x)). Clearly we must have 
w,(x) < wz(x) for all x EL. Extend the definitions of w1 , wz and Rmax to 
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packed bins and other sets in the standard way, i.e., w,(S) = CsFs W,(X), 
etc. The foIlowing inequality is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1. 
w,(L) < (17/10) SL”. (30) 
Since w,(L) < w,(/;), we can complete the proof by showing the 
fo~~owi~~g ineqna~ity: 
W(L) < WI(L) + L,“. (31) 
IC be the kth non~m~ty bin of the FF packing of L, 1 < k < W(L), 
and let L% be the set of bins B for which w,(B) < 1. The following claim 
will be the mainstay of our proof of (31). 
CLAIM 29. Suppose x E L is in a bin B,, , 0 < 1 < k, and no bin B, , 
E < j < k, contains any task y withy < x. Then (Bj : 1 <j < k} n 8 = O. 
Proof. Let j be such that 1 < j < k. We must show that w,(Bj) > 1. 
But observe that, due to our hypothesis, x cannot have been prevented 
from going into B$ by any precedence constraints. Thus if we let Y C Bj 
be the set of tasks in bin Bj which precede x in the list L, we must have 
RI(Y) > 1 - R,(x) for some i, I < i < s. This in turn means that 
Rmax(Y) > 1 - Rmax(x). Moreover, by the order of L, for all y E Y 
we have R,,(y) > IL&x). Thus, either Y = {y} and Rmax(Y) = 
.R,,(y) > l/2 and so w,(Bj) 3 wl(Y) > I, or / Y j >, 2 in which case 
Lemma 3 applies with R = Km, and (Y ---z Rmax(x). (If 01 > l/Z then the 
conclusion is also immediate.) 
We prove that (31) holds by constructing a chain of tasks which contains, 
among other tasks, one task from each bin B E .!%. We will then have 
139 1 < E* since no chain can have length exceeding L*. This in turn will 
imply 
W(L) - I,* .< W(L) - 1 *%f 1 s. w,(L), 
proceed ~~d~~t~vely~ et x be any task in 
far is (xy , x, t..“l X,,$‘, XI is in bill 
cmtaias an element of the chain (a 
true for the ~~~t~al chain {x)). &et I --L-Z max[{.j < k: bin 
a task y with y < x,) v (O)]. If I = 1, then by Claim 29, no bin & is 
in .%, 0 < j < k, amI so we are done and (x, , x2 ,..., x,,,,) is our desired 
chain. If I > 0, then let y E B, be a task with y < 3cI and update our 
cilrrent cllamn to ( y, XI , x, )‘. .) Iv,,,). y Claim 23, the induction hypothesis 
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will still hold. Since ‘FF(L) is finite the process must terminate, and so we 
can construct the desired chain and the theorem is proved. fl 
Our best lower bound in the case of Theorem 5 is not quite equal to 
the upper bound. Crucial to our construction in this case is the sequence 
of integers {ai} defined by 
a, = 1; 
a,+1 = 44 + l), i > 1. 
The construction will give lists L, each in the proper nondecreasing order, 
for which the ratio FF(L)/L* is arbitrarily close to 
( 1 gl a;' s + 1 = (1.69...)s + 1. 
The construction begins by choosing integers B > 2 and t > 0 with 
t+ 1 =O (moda,a, a-. aB). The list L will be divided into SB + 1 
regions. Each of the first SB regions is indexed by two parameters and 
referred to as region (I, i), where 1 < I < s and 1 ,( i < B. The last 
region is called region E. All tasks from region (I, i) will occur before all 
tasks from region (j, k) in L whenever either i < k or, i = k and I < j. 
The tasks in region E follow all other tasks in L. 
The sequence of tasks in L from region (I, i) is y,(Z, i), y,(Z, i),..,, y,(Z, i), 
x(2, i). Their only nonzero resource requirements are 
for a fixed E satisfying 0 < E < (BaB+&‘. The sequence of tasks in 
region E is z, , z2 ,..., zt and all these tasks have requirement 0 for every 
resource. The precedence constraints are as follows. 
x(Z, i) < x(j, k), if either i < k or, i = k and Z < j; 
x(Z,i)<y,(j,k),l ,<h,<t,ifeitheri<kor,i=kandZ<j; 
zj < zj+1 2 1 < .i < t; 
xts, B) < z, . 
The FF packing of L will place successive sets of ai tasks per bin from 
each region (I, i). No more tasks from that region can be placed in a single 
bin without exceeding 1 in resource Ri . Furthermore, since x(2, i) will go 
in the last bin for region (I, i), the precedence constraints insure that no 
task from another region can be placed in the bins containing tasks from 
region (I, i). Finally, the d tasks from region E will go into the last t bins, 
one per bin by the precedence constraints. Thus, we have 
e now give a packing of L which shows that L* < t + ~13. The tasks 
x(1, i), 1 < 1 < s, 1 < i < B, go into the first sB bins, one per bin in 
the order required by the precedence constraints. For 1 <j < t, biu 
sB + j contains the task zj along with all the tasks ~~(1, i), 1 < I < s, 
The choice of values for (ai) and E insure that no resource 
bound will be exceeded, since 
El (Ui + l)-” = 1 - (l/u,+I) < 1 - BE. 
The reader may check that all other requirements are met by this packing 
of L. 
We therefore have 
For any fixed s and , the last term may e made arbitrarily small by 
choosi t sufficiently large. Thus, the desired result then follows by 
bitting tend to i~finity~ 
Jf L is a list with partial order < and x E L, define level (x) to be the 
length of the longest chain beaded by X. Prom this de~~it~o~, it is 
~~~n~ediate that 1 < level (x) < k* for all ?c El- L. 
Pro@Y This proof is remarkably similar to that of Theorem 5, a~tho~gl~ 
perhaps this is not so remarkable ~o~sideri~~ the fact that the upper 
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bounds are the same. We use the same definitions of Rmax , w1 and w2 . 
Again, one equality is immediate from Lemma 1: 
w,(L) < (17/10) SL”. (32) 
And again the proof is completed by showing the following inequality. 
FF(L) < w,(L) + L”. (33) 
It is at this point that the proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 diverge. We first 
note that x < y implies level (x) > level (y) + 1. Thus, all x with x < y 
must precede y in list L. Therefore, in the FF packing of L, the assignment 
of y to a bin cannot be delayed because one of y’s predecessors in the 
partial order has not yet been assigned. Thus, if we let Bk be the kth bin 
of the FF packing, and define, for each k, 1 < k < FF(L), 
level (BJ = max{level (x): x E Blc}, 
then we have the following claim. 
CLAIM 30. For all j, k, 1 < j < k < FF(L), 
level (BJ > level (Blc). (34) 
Therefore, there is a sequence of integers 0 = a, < b, < a2 ,< be 9 *.. d 
aL* < bL* = L* such that for each 1, 1 6 I ,< L*, {Bj : level (Bj) = I> = 
(Bj : a, < j < b,}, a set which we shall call gz . The next claim will lead 
directly to (33). 
ChIM 31. i&o, W,(Bj) > 1 iZS’c j - 1 for all I, 1 < 1 < L”. 
ProoJ: We may assume that j Bi 1 3 2 since otherwise the result is 
trivial. Let Lc = {x: level (x) = E and x E Bj for some Bj G gz}. Each 
Bj E Bz must contain at least one x E LI . In fact, when the last task in L, 
was assigned, the bins in BE could have contained only elements of Lz, 
since no task of lower level could yet have been assigned, and no task of 
higher level can have been in any of the bins (by the definition of %J. 
For each Bj E a’I , let Bj’ = Bi n L, . Since no member of L1 was prevented 
from going into any bin of gz by a precedence constraint, we must have 
for all j, k, a6 -C ,j < k < b, , and any y E Bk’, there is a resource Ri 
such that R,(B,‘) + Ri( y) > 1. Hence we also have Rmax(Bj’) + 
Rm,( y) > 1. Thus for each y E Ll , if y E Bk’, 
Rmady) > 1 - JLm@i) for allj, a, <j <k. 
Thus, Lemma 5 applies with R(x) = R,,,(x) and we have 
and Claim 31 is proved. 
By Claim 31, we now can conclude that 
= FF(L) - L", 
and so (33) is proved. This proves the theorem. 1 
The upper bound given by Theorem 6 is essentially the best possible. 
As in proving the lower bound for Theorem 2, this construction will be 
based on the construction in [13] which gives for each k >, 1, a list L1 
with L1* = k, s = 1, < empty, and FF(LJ 3 (17/10) L,* - 8. An 
important fact about that construction is that if every task with resource 
usage I is replaced by an identical task with usage 1 - E, for a suitably 
small E > 0, the same packings still result and no bin in the optimal 
packing contains sets of tasks whose total resource usage exceeds 1 - E. 
Choose a fixed k > 10 and let yl, y2 ,..., yz, be the list given by the 
modified construction described above. Let ai denote the requirement of 
yi for that single resource and let E > 0 be such that no bin in the optimal 
packmg has total resource usage exceeding 1 - E. Qur list L will consist 
of s + 1 regions, with all tasks in each region i occurring before all tasks 
in region i + 1 of L. The sequence of tasks in the first region is 
CVL ) wt )...) W&-l ) XI ) Wh . The resource requirements for these tasks are 
&(Wi) = E, I -< I < s, 1 < i < 12; 
&(w,) = 0, 1 <l<ss, 
l&(x,) = I ; 
Jxl) == 0, 2 :< I < s. 
Each of’ the regions 2 through s $- ! has a similar structure. The seqne~ce 
of tasks in region I, 2 < i .< s + 1, is yL(i), y&&, y,(y), .x6 7 zI , The 
only nonzero resource ~eq~~re~~c~ts for these tasks are 
Note that in our indexing there is no y1 task and no zl task 
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The precedence constraints are as follows. 
wi < W&l 3 1 <i,<k-1; 
wit < z2; 
=i < Z&l > 2<i<s; 
xz = xz+1, 1 <Z,(s; 
xz < 24+di), 1 <Z<s,l bi<p; 
a(i) < z2 , 2<lIs+l,l<idp. 
Notice that the list L is ordered as required in Theorem 6. Each task zi 
has level s + 2 - i; each task wi has level k + s + 1 - i; each task 
yxi) has level s + 3 - I; and each task x5 has level s + 3 - Z, except for 
x,+~ which has level 1. 
We now examine the FF packing of L. The tasks in region 1 will use 
the first k bins, with w1 through wleMI each occupying a single bin and wlC 
together with x, occupying bin k. Since x1 is required to precede all 
remaining tasks, none of those remaining tasks can be placed in the first k 
bins. Next consider the tasks in region 2. By the choice of their require- 
ments for RI , y,(l) through yz( p) will be placed in the next mz bins where 
m, > (17/10) k - 8. Since z2 is required to follow all the yz(i) tasks, it 
will be placed in the next bin along with x2 whose requirement for R, 
prevents it from going in the same bin with any of the yz(i) tasks (recall 
from [13] that each ai exceeds l/7). Since xg is required to precede all 
remaining tasks, none of those remaining tasks will be placed in the first 
k + m2 + 1 bins. The tasks from each of the remaining regions will be 
packed in the same manner, the tasks in region I using m, + 1 bins where 
m, > (17/10) k - 8. Thus, we have 
FF(L) = k + c (mz + 1) 2 k + (17/10) ks - 7s. 
24 
We next give a packing for L which shows that L” < k + s + 2. Let 
4 3 A! ,“., I, be an optimal packing of the tasks yl, yz ,..., yv from the 
construction in [13], where each Ii is the set of indices of the tasks which 
go into bin i. Our packing for L is as follows. For 1 < i < s + 1, bin i 
contains the task xi . For 3 < i < k + 2, bin i contains the task wiws . 
For k + 3 < i < k + s + 2, bin i contains the task .z~-~-~. Finally, 
for each i and I, 1 < i < k and 2 < I < s + 1, the tasks in the set 
{yl(t): t E Ii} go into bin I + i. We omit the straightforward verification 
that this is a valid packing for L. 
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We conclude that 
(FF(L)/L*) 2 (k + (17/10) ks - SS)/(iC + s -+ 2) 
= I -+ (17110) s - ((s -/- 2)(1 + (17/10) s - 7s)/(k + s -t 2), 
The last term can be made arbitrarily close to zero by choosing k suffii- 
ciently la.rge, which gives the desired result. 
5. C~NC~LJDINC~ RE~~ARKF~ 
The major results presented in this paper generalize the bin packing 
results of [ll, 131 to the problem of packing vectors into vector-capacity 
bins, with or without precedence constraints. We can also generalize 
the results of [II, 131 for the case where the resource requirements for 
individual tasks are restricted, in particular, for the case when the range 
of each Ri : L -+ [0, l] is constrained to lie in F smaller range [0, l/n] 
for a fixed n Z 2. The best bounds on lim,,, (FF(k)/k) currently known 
are given by the following (proofs omitted). 
(A) If s > 1, < is empty, and & : L -h [0, l/n], 1 < i < s, for 
n > 2, then 
(B) If  s ;z I, ( is any partial order, and I$ : L -+ [O, l/f?], for 
1 -< i :< s and n > 2, then 
Slightly better lower bounds than that given in (A)(2) are known when 
s -I n <> 3. The lower bound in ( f(2) is not quite the best known, the 
aciuai bound being a rather camplicated limit, similar in construction 
to the lower bound for this ~~go~i~h~ in the genera! resonrce case. 
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One may also ask about the worst-case behavior of these algorithms 
when the number of tasks per bin is limited. This situation corresponds 
in the multiprocessing interpretation of the problem to the case when there 
is a fixed number of processors, say m, and hence only m tasks may be 
simultaneously executed. In [15] this case is studied when there is only 
one resource. The problem for general s 3 1 remains open, although 1161 
gives some weak upper bounds, and we do have the following result. If 
m = rsL* where Y E [0, 11, then in the case where < can be arbitrary, 
ljm FFW - 1 - (1 - r)2 
k-m k 2 
SLAM + 5 sL* $ rL*, 
a generalization of our Theorem 4. (Of course, there is also the trivial 
upper bound FF(L) < mL*.) 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose B = (b, , b, ,..., b,) _C L and Cyll R(bJ < 1. 
We must show that x6, W(R(bi)) < 17/10, and in fact is bounded by 
312 if no bi has R(bJ > l/2. The latter bound is immediate, since the 
reader may verify that W(a) < (3/2) a: for all a: E [0, l/2]. For the first 
bound, let us assume that R(b,) > l/2 > R(b,) 2 a.* 3 R(b,). Since 
the slope of Wis the same in the region [0, l/6] and (l/2, I], we can replace 
b, without loss of generality by four tasks, bl’, c1 , c2 , and cs , where 
R(b,) = l/2 + E, and R(c,) = R(c,) = R(+) = [R(b,) - (l/2 + ~)]/3 for 
l/2 + E < R(b,). Moreover, since the slope of W is also the same in the 
region [l/3, l/2] as it is in [O, l/6], we can replace any bi with 
R(bJ E [l/3, l/2] by two tasks bi’ and c, , with R(bi’) = l/3 and 
R(cJ = R(bJ - l/3. Furthermore, if neither R(bi) nor R(bj) exceeds l/6 
they can be combined into a single task and Ci W(R(bi)) will not decrease 
(in fact it may increase). We consequently have reduced the proof to the 
consideration of four cases: 
(1) m = 2, R(b,) < l/3, 
(2) m = 3, l/6 < R(b,) < R(b,) < l/3, 
(3) m = 3, R(b,) < l/6 < R(b,) < l/3, and 
(4) m = 4, R(b,) & l/6 < R(b,) ,< R(b,) < l/3. 
In each case, since W(R(b,)) = 1 + (6/5) E and E can be as small as we 
like, all we need to show is that 
C WOW) < 7/10. 
i>2 
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This is immediate in (I) since there we will have 
~(~(b~)) -I- ~(~(b~)) L= (615) R(b,) -t (9/S) 
< (6/5)(1/6) -I- (9/5)(1/3) - l/l0 = 7/10. 
And finally, in (4), 
i J,WW) = (6/5) Nd + (9/5)tW%) + W41 -- l/5 
id 
= (9/S) i R(bfj - (3/5) R(b,) - l/5 < S/IO - l/5 = 7/10, 
is-2 
since 
$, R@d -c l/2. 1 
This proves the 1emma. 
If one of the bi ) say bl , has R(b,) > X/2, then 
and so (bj holds, 
Proof ofLemma 3. Since fbbr all a E [O, Ill W’(a) as defined here is at 
leasr as large as the W(CY) defined in [13], this lemma f’o”ollows ~~~~~led~ate~~ 
from the proof sf Claim 2.2.3 in that paper. 
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Proof of Lemma 4. Let 01 E [0, l/2], R(b,) 2 R(b,) 2 *** > R(b,) > a! 
for B = {b, , 6, ,..., b,,} CL and 
2 W(R(b,)) = 1 - p 
id 
for some /3 > 0. 
If un = I, then (a) must hold, since R(b,) > l/2 would imply W(R(b,)) > 1 
by the definition of W. So assume m 3 2, in which case we must prove 
(b) 2 R(b,) < 1 - a - (5/6)p. 
i=l 
Let 
f R(b,) = 1 - 01 - y. 
i=l 
By Lemma 3 we cannot have 
soweknowthato <y < l.ForlnalistL=Lu(d,,d,,d,,d,,d,,d,) 
and extend the domain of R to L by letting R(d,) = y/6, 1 < i < 6. Then 
the set 
has 
C = (b, , b, ,..., b, , dl , dz ,..., do} C E 
and 
,5;, R(c) = 1 - 01, 
so that Lemma 3 applies to it and yields 
c W@(c)) 3 1. 
CEC 
Since for 1 < i < 6, R(di) = y/6 < l/6, we have by definition of W 
that W(R(dJ) = (6/5) R(dJ. Thus 
1 < ,f JW@J) + 2 WMdi)) 
is1 i=l 
= 2 W@(bi)) + (6/5) : R(4) = 1 - P -k (6/5)y, 
i-1 i=l 
and so y 3 (5/6) /3. Thus 
as desired. 
Proof of Lemma 5. Suppose Y L L and 9 = (23, ) R, ).,., BJ is a 
partition of Y into oint nonempty sets such that for all i and j with 
1 <i<j<t, be implies X(b) > 1 - R(B,). We wish to estab 
a lower bound on v/EY W(R( y)) in terms of t = / 92 1. For each 
1 < i < t, define 
YS = max 0, C W(R(b)) - I( 
i bEBi i 
and 
0, 1 - C W(R(b)) 
bc-B, 
Since G’ is a partition of Y, we then have 
The desired lower bound will follow if we can show that xi=, & < I. 
Let Gf :-- (Bi E Bz iSi > 0) and relabel the sets in %? as CI, C, ,.~., 61, , 
with the associated SL’s appropriately relabelled also. and with the sets Ci 
retaining the same relative order they hold in 2T. All we need now is to 
show that Cy=, Si < I. 
For each Ci E %?? define the coarvsene,~x ai of Ci to be max{a: for some j, 
1 <j < i, R(C,) = I - CY), with (Ye taken to be 0. By our assumption 
about the sets & , we know that for 1 < i < m and all b E Ci , K(b) > ai . 
This in turn means that Lemma 4 applies to each Ci, with 01 = CL~ and 
,k3 : &, and so either 4(a) or 4(b) must hold for each Ci . Cd(a) were to 
h.oid for some Ci 7 I < i < m, we would have R(Ci) < 112 
cti~: I > I/%. Thus (7, /I would have to corltain a task c with 
I, a cor~tradicti~n to our choice of the C$‘S. 7hus, 
< m and we have BQ(C,) < I -_ ui -- (516) 8, for 
ut this means that 0+,.X 2 1 --- R(C,) 3 01~ + (5/6) S+, fog- 
1 < i < m, Thus 
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Moreover, 6, < 1 - (6/5) olnz since C, contains at least one task b, am 
that task must have R(b) > u*& and hence W(R(b)) > (6/5) CL, . Thus, 
-f ai < (6/5)(am - q> + 1 - (6/5) 01,~ = 1 - (6/5) 01~ = 1 
i=l 
and the lemma is proved. ( 
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